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Analyzing & Visualizing Data
Session 3



Etiquette

📷 Cameras on — show your face 

🔇 Mute yourself when not talking 

 Drop your questions in the chat + “raise” your hand during questions 
time 

📩 Don’t give up: Something isn’t clear? Get in touch.

❤ Be nice!



Nice work!



Today’s Agenda

📚 Session 1: Fundamentals and orientation

🛠 Session 2: Working with words and images

🛠 Session 3: Analyzing and visualizing data

🛠 Session 4: Automation, APIs, Privacy & broader implications

♻ Session X: Reinforcement & Support



ChatGPT Plus



Basic Analysis & Visualization



Working with Financial Data



Analyzing Marketing Analytics



Visualizing location data



Alternative Free Tools



Working with Bigger Datasets



Noteable



Using ChatGPT Plugins



Analyzing NBA Players



Analyzing YouTube Views



Analyzing Rental Data



Experimenting with Datasets



Generating Maps



👋 Questions so far?



Next Session

📚 Session 1: Fundamentals and orientation

🛠 Session 2: Working with words and images

🛠 Session 3: Analyzing and visualizing data

🛠 Session 4: Automation, APIs, Privacy & broader implications

♻ Session X: Reinforcement & Support



Homework #1: Get to know Zapier



Connect one app to another 



What does it do?

Trigger Filter Action(s)



Homework #1

One: Have a look at Zapier’s list of 
compatible apps. 

1. Which ones are you already using? 

2. Think of a process that involves 2 or 
more apps that you’d like to automate? 
(e.g. one apps triggers an action in 
another)

3. How can intelligence make this “zap” 
better? (i.e. by adding “human” 
judgment or creativity to the process) 

https://zapier.com/apps


Homework #2

1⃣ Go to: https://ana.textql.com/  and sign-up (for free)

2⃣Try a few of the “recommended questions”

3⃣ Write your own questions. You can use some basic data 
from your own work/life.

4⃣ Upload a file with data (Excel/CSV). Ask Ana some 
questions about it.

You can ask it to make calculations and create charts 
with data. You can also ask it for recommendations on 
what can be done with the data.

Share your achievements (charts or insights) on 
#share-your-work

Click here to upload 
files

https://ana.textql.com/


Thank you!


